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Introduction: Akhas and their Language
The Akhas call themselves"Akha" (/'laka/), while other ethnic groups call them
by different names. Generally the Shans both in Burma and in Thailand use the
name "Kaw" (/k;);)/), and the Northern Thais, "E-kaw" (/'liik;);)/). The prefix /'lii-/
in l1iik;)JI might be the same as Ilii-I, which is often prefixed to nouns and denotes
"female," such as /'liinii/, /'liinan/, /'liimtew/, etc. This is perhaps because of the
eye-striking appearance of the Akha women. "Kha Kaw" C/khaa kJ;)/) is mostly used
by the Laotians or the inhabitants of Laos, but the /khaa-/ is very often prefixed to
the names of the minority peoples regardless of their geneological relations. The Thai
Lus often call the Akhas "Kaw Ho Laem" Uk;);) hoo Ih:m/), which means "Akhas
with pointed head," due to the shape of the head-dress of the Akha women. The name
"O-ni" or "Wo-ni" used by the Chinese includes not only the Akhas but also many
peoples belonging to the Burmese-Loloish Group.2l These names used by other peoples
* {i TIIiU;ffi-~~
1) This is a part of the report of the author's field work on the Akha language conducted in
Northern Thailand in 1964-1965 under the sponsorship of the National Research Council of Thai-
land and the Center for Southeast Asian Studies of Kyoto University. The materials were collected
during the author's stay at Alu and Saenchai Villages, Amphoe Mae Chan, Changwat Chiang Rai.
Throughout his field work, the author was assisted by Mr. Apha (Akha), Mr. Amya (Akha),
Mr. Pio Sam (Shan) and Mr. Paul Ca Htaw (Lahu-na). In the later stage of the project, the
author tried as much as possible to interview Akhas monolingually .
The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to the National Research Council of Thai-
land, Department of Public Welfare, Provincial Office of Chiang Rai, District Offices of Mae
Chan and Mae Sai, Faculty of Arts, Chulalongkorn University, and the Center for Southeast
Asian Studies, Kyoto University for their kind assistance and cooperation. The author's thanks
must go to all the villagers of Alu and Saenchai Villages whose hospitality is still vivid in his
memory. The author wishes to thank Professors Hisanosuke Izui and Tatsuo Nishida of Kyoto
University whose valuable advice and suggestions are appreciatively acknowledged.
2) Classification by Shaffer. See Shaffer, Robert. "Classification of Sino-Tibetan Languages,"
Word, Vol. 4, 1945.
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To Chiengrai
1. Mae Sai 7. Chiang Rai Hill Tribe Welfare Settlement
2. Phami Village 8. Mae Chan
3. Phannung Village 9. Mae Salong
4. Samaki Village 10. Chiang Rai
5. Alu Village II. Chiang Mai
6. Saenchai Village 12. Bangkok
This map is borrowed from Hanks, Lucien M. et al. The Report of the Tribal Peoples in
Chiengrai Province North of the Mae Kok River, Bennington-Cornell Anthropological Survey
of Hill Tribes in Thailand. The Siam Society, Bangkok, 1964.
are rather disliked by the Akhas themselves, because they carry, more or less, a tinge
of disrespect or mockery when used bv the low-landers. The meaning of the word
"Akha" could not be made clear during the author's field work. Any way, "ith the
exception of those sophisticated Akhas who call themselves "E-kaw" when talking with
Northern Thais on the plain, the Akhas never refer to themselves by any other names
tha n "Akha."
Akha is one of the languages belonging to the Burmese-Loloish Group of the
Tibeto-Burmic Family. Though material is scanty, it is certain that Akha, Lahu, Lisu,
Bisu, Lola and Burmese are closely related to each other. 3 ) These languages, except
3) For comparative studies, see the following: Shaffer, Robert. "The Link between Burmese and
Lolo," Sino- Tibetica, No.2, Berkeley, 1933.
--. "Phunoi and Akha Tones," Sino- Tibetica, No.4, Berkeley, 1938.
(continued to the next page)
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Lolo, can be found in Northern Thailand. Though it is commonly said that Akha is a
homogeneous language among these, there is considerable difference between Akha
dialects spoken in various places ranging from Yunnan, China, down to Northern Thai-
land. To clarify relationships between these languages, however, we will have to wait
for more data to be presented.
The entire area inhabited by the Akhas ranges from Yunnan, through Northern
Laos and Eastern Shan States of Burma, down to the northern extremity of Thailand.
The exact population is yet to be known, but roughly, it is estimated at a little over a
hundred thousand. 4 ) The approximate population is shown below in respect to the main
locations. When those villages yet to be censored are included, the total population













the head-man of the Saenchai Village (jseIJtsaIJPu/), there are about 60,000 Akhas III
Burma and about 30,000 in Thailand.
The Akha villages in Thailand are confined to the Mae Sai, Mae Chan, Chiang
Saen and Mae Suai Districts. Except for the small number in Chiang Saen, most of
the Akhas in this country are concentrated along the Doi Tung and Mae Salong Ranges
in the Mae Sai and Mae Chan Districts. It can be safely said that no Akhas have ever
migrated to the south of the Mae Kok River, and that at present there is no tendency
among them towards further southward movement. Those in the Mae Suai District,
who have recently migrated from the Mae Sai District, will be the southern extremity
of the entire distribution of the Akhas. It is said that the present Akhas in Thailand
-~~-~--~--~~~~-
(continued from the previous page)
-~-~. "Phonetique historique des langues Lolo," TP 41, 1952.
Tatsuo, Nishida. "Bisugo No Keito (A Comparative Study of the Bisu, Akha and Burmese Lan-
guages)," the Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 4, No.3, Kyoto, 1966.
~~. "Bisugo No Keito (A Comparative Study of the Akha Bisu and Burmese Languages)
II," the Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 4, No.5, Kyoto, 1967.
~-. "Lisugo No Hikaku Kenkyu (A Comparative Study of the Lisu Language~TakDialect),"
the Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 6, No.1, Kyoto, 1968.
-~~. "Lisugo No Hikaku Kenkyu Zoku (A Comparative Study of the Lisu Language-Tak
Dialect II)," the Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 6, No.2, Kyoto, 1968.
Burling, Robbins. "Proto-Lola Burmese," International Journal of American Linguistics, vol.
33, No.1, 1967.
4) Young, Gordon. The Hill Tribes of Northern Thailand. 2nd edition, Bangkok, 1962.
5) Lebar, Frank M., Gerald C. Hickey, John K. Musgrave. Ethnic Groups of Main Land South-
east Asia, New Haven, 1964; Also, Young, op. cit.
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migrated from Eastern Kengtung fairly recently. Gordon Young estimates this event
at about 20 years ag06) , while Bunchuai Sisawat, at about 60 years ago. 7 ) It is certain
that the history of the Akhas in Thailand does not go back more than 60 years. 8 )
Though the Akhas speak at least two or three languages very fluently, they are
rather poor in Northern Thai, nothing to say about Central Thai, probably because
they are comparatively newcomers in the countrv. Even in Saenchai Village, the only
yillage that has a primery school managed by the Border Patrol Police of the Thai
Government, it is hard to find people who can use Thai satisfactorily.g) However,
owing to the effort now being made by the Government, they will doubtlessly speak
Thai fluently in the very near future. 1\lost of the Alu and the Saenchai villagers
speak Lahu-na quite well, and the same can be said about other villagers. Generally
speaking they use Lahu-na for communication with other hill tribe peoples such as
Lahus, Lisus and so forth. \V-hen dealing with the low-landers, mainly the Shans and
Northern Thais, they speak Shan, or Northern Thai accented in the Shan way. They
speak Shan much better than l\'orthern Thai, and the author's casual observation has
H'vealed that they often switch to Shan, perhaps unconsciously, when conversation
becomes animated. On the whole the author was impressed that, in this border area
where such diversified ethnic groups from Burma, Laos, Thailand and even Yunnan are
living intermingled, it is often difficult to draw a clearcut border line between Northern
Thai, Shan, Thai Lu and Thai Khoen. Roughly the Akhas in this region speak Lahu-
na and/or Shan quite well and, to a lesser degree, Northern Thai or Yunnanese. Among
those Akhas who have recent Iv migrated from Burma, there are some who speak Bur-
mese; however, not very skillfully. Besides the Burmese that they speak is rather
rude and rough. It will be justifiable to say that Lahu-na is a kind of common lan-
guage among hill tribe peoples, whilst Shan is used for communication between hill
-peoples and low-landers. In Northern Thailand, however, the expansion of Central
Thai is so pronounced that the da:- may come soon when most at the hill tribe children
speak Central Thai without passing through Northern Thai.
In Alu and Saenchai Villages, the author noticed that some young people, mostly
males, often like to mix Thai words in their conversation in order to appear sophisticat-
ed or "modern." This is interesting because it shows their similarity to some of the
Japanese or Thai young people who are fond of mixing English or other Ell ropean words
6) Young, op. cit.
7) Sisawat, Bunchuai. Chaw Khaw Nai Thai, Bangkok, B. E. 2506.
8) Wyss is said to have computed that one of the oldest Akha groups moved into Thailand about
1915. See Tribesmen and Peasants in Northern Thailand, proceedings of the first symposium
of the Tribal Research Center, Chiang Mai, 1969.
9) The situation has changed since the time of the author's field work. Owing to the endeavor
of the Thai Government toward the education and general uplifting of the hill tribe peoples,
it is now no more difficult to find people who speak excellent Central Thai not only among the
Akhas but also among other ethnic groups.
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III their dialogues III order to appear "up-to-date" or "modern." It is said that there
are seven to nine ancestry groups of Akhas lOJ , and that these groups speak somewhat
different but mutually intelligible dialects. It is unknown, however, which villages III
Thailand belong to which groups. A more extensive field work is needed in order to
discover the relationships between the groups and the languages they speak. When we
consider that the Akha villages are situated where communication with each other is of
extreme difficulty, it is quite natural that there are as many dialects as there are vil-
lages. Even in Alu and Saenchai Villages, which are separated from each other by
only 1.5 kilometers, they speak somewhat different dialects ;11) and it is highly probable
that in Yunnan, Laos and Burma there are a number of Akha dialects which are more
or less different from each other. Much more extensive field works will be required
before questions of this type could be made clear.
Though in the Kengtung area there are Akhas who have learned the orthography
III the Roman characters developed by the American Baptist Mission, only a limited
number of people in a limited area can handle this orthography.I21 The Akhas have
no script for their language. It is probably because of this lack of writing system that
their language is rather unfixed. When, for instance, small children or even adults
have moved from one village to another which is not so far off, they will soon speak
the dialect of the new village, easily forgetting the dialect that they used to speak in
the old village. Alu Village consists not only of the people born there but also of
people from neighboring villages and from Burma, but those newcomers have easily
switched to the Alu Dialect forgetting the old ones that they used to speak. An Akha boy
with whom the author had associated in Saenchai Village spoke perfect Alu Dialect
when the author talked to him about two months after he moved to Alu Village. However,
the difference between the two dialects is slight. 13 )
10) Sisawat, Bunchuai. Samsip Chat Nai Chiang Rai, Bangkok, B. E. 2504; Also, op. cit.; Scott,
James, George. Gazetteer 0/ Upper Burma and Shan States, Pt. 1, Vol. 1, Rangoon, 1900.
11) The author discovered through his following-up survey in April 1968 that there are different
dialects being spoken in the same village, and that these dialects cannot be geographically defin-
ed. This is probably because Akhas of various groups migrated into Thailand and founded vil-
lages regardless of their genealogical rela.tionships. The data collected by the author show that
there are at least three types of Akha dialects in Thailand. The author cannot make any geo-
graphical definition of the dialect presented in this paper. At best, it should be defined as the
dialect of such a phonemic structure as described here. For different types of Akha dialects,
see the author's "Futatabi Kitatai Yori-Lahu-nago No Genchi Chosa- (Notes on a Field Sur-
vey of the Lahu-na Language in Northern Thailand)," the Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 6, No.
2, Kyoto, 1968.
12) Among the Akhas who had recently migrated from Burma, the author could not find a person
who could handle this orthography effectively. However, in late years, the author found that
there were some who were well educated and well versed in the orthography.
13) This statement should better be altered as "He easily acquired facility in a dialect spoken by
most of the Alu villagers easily forgetting the dialect which he had shared with most of the
Saenchai villagers.
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So far, data of the Akha language are very scanty. Descriptive studies, which
provide the basis for other branches such as historical comparative studies, are limited.
The oldest description is the vocabulary and sentences contained in Scott's Gazetteer of
Upper Burma and Shan States published in 1900. 14 ) This Gazetteer was followed by
Antisdel's Elementary Studies in Lahoo, Akha (Kaw) and Wa Languages of 191p:»,
and Raux's Deux Tribus de la Region de Phonsally, 1924. 16 } The former is not so
scientific. The first two of the ahove works deal with the Akhas in Eastern Shan
States, while the last treats those in Northern Laos. Besides these, some words and
sentences can be found scattered in various anthropological or ethnographical works
such as those by Dauffes, Madrolle and Bernazik. 17l All these data are not sufficient
to give an understanding of the structure of the language, though some of them display
considerable accuracy. The Gospel According to St. Mark in Akha18 ) is an exact ro-
manization of Kengtung Akha, but it does not tell what the structure of the language
is like, for it was written for different purposes. Akha dialects in Thailand have so
far been untouched except for a handfull of vocabulary items in Bernazik's works. 19 )
When descriptive studies are as unad "anced as this, one cannot expect so much from
historical comparative studies. In the field of comparative studies with Akha as the
main language, there are the works of Shaffer and Nishida. 20 ) These works, however,
are based upon the afore-mentioned works by Scott, Antisdel, Raux and Bernazik. As
for the Akha dialects in Thailand, the vocabulary reported by Bernazik will be the
only data. It can be safelv said that linguistic findings based upon the Akha language
are underdeveloped at present. Recently there have been some reports of field works
published in Thailand, but they are not linguistic but anthropological or sociolcgical
reports. 21 ) We can, in addition, find ethnographical descriptions written in Thai 22 ), but
the v are scarcely useful for linguistic studies. The importance of studies concerning
14) Scott, op. cit.
15) Antisde1, C. B. "Elementary Studies in Lahoo, Akha (Kaw) and Wa Languages," ] BRS 1,
Rangoon, 1911.
16) Roux, Henri. "Deux tribus de 1a region de Phonsally,·' BEFEO 24, 1924.
17) Dauffes, M. "Notes ethnographiques sur 1es Kos," BEFEO 6, 1906; Madrolle, C. 1. "Quel-
ques peuplades Lo-Io," TP, ser 2. vol. ix. 1908; Bernazik, Hugo Adolf. Akha und Meau, 2
vols., Insbruck, 1947.
18) British Foreign Bible Society. The GosPel According to St. Mark in Akha, Rangoon, 1955.
19) Bernazik, op. cit.
20) Shaffer, op. cit. ; Nishida. op. cit. : Burling, op. cit.
21) Hanks, Lucien, et al. A Report on Tribal Peoples in Chiang-Rai Province, North of the Mae
Kok River, Benington-Cornell Anthropological Survey of Hill Tribes in Thailand, Bangkok, 1964 ;
Young, op. cit.
22) Sisawat, op. cit. ; Atsari. Serio Sip Haa Phaw Nai Thai, Bangkok, B. E. 2506; Bunnak, Sura-
phong. Chaw Khaw, Bangkok, B. E. 2506; Phanphayap, Nopphaburi. Chaw Khaw, vol. i, Chi·
ang Mai, B. E. 2510 ; Mongkhonrat, Lamcuan. Chaw Khaw, Bangkok, B. E. 2512; Ngoenyuang,
Sanit, Wichit Khumsap. Yaw-Iko-Mu50c. Bangkok, B. E. 2512.
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hill tribe peoples IS being recognized in Thailand. 23l For the time being, however, the
author's paper is solely based upon the data obtained through his field work. Linguisti-
cally, the author have drawn upon no previous report at all. 24l
The present paper is to be followed by Part 2, which describes the morphological
structure. Though there are many diversified methods to discribe a language, the best
would be such that will envisage the characteristics of the language with the maximum
clarity and conspicuousity. The methodology employed here is that of the conventional
structural linguistics, but with the above fact in mind, particular emphasis will be put
on the manners in which various linguistic elements are connected with each other.
For instance, the phonemes Ip, b, ml will be defined as being different from all the
other phonemes in that they can form consonant clusters Ipy, by, myI by entering into
connection with Iy I. This can be applied to all the linguistic levels from the phono-
logical level, the lowest, up to the syntactic level, the highest. The author believes,
however, that the level to which the application of this technique is most effective is
the morphological level. This can be said not only about Akha but also about many
other languages such as Lahu, Lisu, Bisu, Burmese, and so on. The interested will be
able to trace the developement of the author's interpretation of the Akha structure by
reading Interim Report of Field Research on the Akha Language, No. 125), Interim
Report oj Field Research on the Akha Language, No. 226 ), Notes on a Survey of the
Akha Language in Thailand 27l , The Phonemes of the Alu Dialect of Akha28 ) , An Out-
line of the Phonological and Morphological Structure of the Akha Language in Nor-
thern Thailand29l , and for Lahu, see A Survey of the Lahu-na Language in Northern
Thailand30l , and Lahu-na Phonemics-a descriptive study of the Lahu-na language in
Northern Thailand-. 3ll For the author's field work in general, see Notes on a Survey
of the Akha Language in Thailand. 32 )
23) Norachat. "Sun Phatthana Chaw Khaw," the Phim Thai, 4, May B. E. 2509; Mongkhonrat,
op. cit.
24) However, the author owes much to private discussions with Mr. Paul Lewis of the American
Baptist Mission, Chiang Mai.
25) Katsura, Makio, Interim Report of Field Research on the Akha Language, No.1, presented to
the National Research Council of Thailand, Bangkok, April, 1965.
26) Katsura, Makio. Interim Report of Field Research on the Akha Language, No.2, presented to
the National Research Council of Thailand, Bangkok, June, 1965.
27) Katsura, Makio. "Notes on a Surny of the Akha Language in Thailand," the Southeast Asian
Studies, Vol. 3, No.4, Kyoto, 1966.
28) Katsura, Makio. "The Phonemes of the Alu Dialect of Akha," the Southeast Asian Studies,
Vol. 4, No.1, Kyoto, 1966.
29) Katsura, Makio. "An Outline of the Phonological and :\1orphological Structure of the Akha
Language in Northern Thailand," the Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 6, No.4, Kyoto, 1969.
30) Katsura, Makio. "A Survey of the Lahu-na Language in Northern Thailand," the Southeast
Asian Studies, Vol. 6, No.2, Kyoto, 1968.
31) Katsura, Makio. "Lahu-na Phonemics-a descriptive study of the Lahu-na language in Northern
Thailand-," the Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 6, No.3, Kyoto, 1968.
32) Katsura, Makio. "Notes on a Survey of the Akha Language in Thailand," op. cit.
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I. Phonemics
Outline
The smallest unit on the phonemic leyel is a phoneme, and sequence of phonemes
constitutes a syllable. An utterance consists of one or more clauses, and a clause is
made up by one or more phrases. A phrase, in turn, consists of one or more syllables.
These clauses, phrases and syllables are joint together by specific types of junctures
thus constituting utterances. One utterance contains at least one clause, and a clause
contains at least one phrase, which contains at least one word. A word contains at
least one morpheme, and a morpheme contains at least one syllable. Morphemes and
words will be discussed in Part II.331 The above relations between the units can be fig-
urized as below.
In this language the syllable constitutes a yery solid unit as it does in most of the








IS convenient and justifiable to describe the phonemes and their distribution in terms
of the syllable. The phonemes are classified into the syllabic and the suprasegmental
phonemes. The former are further classified into the consonants, the vowels and the
tones; and the latter are junctures. 34 ) Each of them are subdivided into subclasses
according to its distribution. The syllabic phonemes are those which can be postulated
by the analysis of the syllable, and can be described in terms of the syllable. On the
other hand, the suprasegmental phonemes cannot be described within the syllable unit
since they concern the relationships between syllables. These can be postulated by the
analysis of the intersyllabic relationships, and have to be described intersyllabically.
1. Syllabic Types
The maximum structure of the syllable can be represented by the following ca-
nonical formula:
Je (E)l
Syllable = A (B) 10 F
The above formula also summarizes the positions in which the phonemes occur in
the syllable. Those symbols in the parentheses represent elements which are not indis-
33) A sentence can be defined as a clause characterized by a particular type of suprasegmental
phoneme. A word is not a phonological unit, but a morphological unit, hence omitted here.
34) Suprasegmental phonemes other than the junctures, such as stress, rhythm, intonation, etc., will
not be treated here, because the data is not sufficient for the analysis of such.
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pensable, whilst those without parentheses represent the indispensable obligatory ele-
ments. The Akha syllables can be obtained by substituting these symbols with the
elements that they represent. For example, if A=/m/, B=/y/, C=/o/ and F=/low
laryngeal tone/, then the syllable will be Imyo low laryngeal tone/ [mJo" 21J "monkey."
However, not all syllables theoretically obtainable from the formula occur in the actual
utterances of the language. The types that actually occur are presented below with
one example for each. In the above formula, A, B, D and E are consonants; C is a
vowel; and F is a tone.
0) A C F
(2) ABC F
(3) ACE F
(4) ABC E F
(5) A D F
(6) A B D F
/I)a/ [I)a: 55J "(a first person singular pronoun)"
Ibyal [bja: 21J "bee"
/rn:>I)/ [mS: 21] "horse"
/,Uirny::ml C'a 55 rnjS: 33J "when?"
lilln/ CJ1m: 55) "house"
I
/lmbym/ Orr 11 bjJll: 55J "grave"
Loan words are usually molded into these types. For example, Northern Thai
/baat/ "Baht" is changed to /ba/ Cba: 21] "Baht" in Akha.
2. Junctures
The junctures are postulated from the analysis of the tone contours, syllable dura-
tions and pause durations. The following seven types are postulated. 35)
0) Syllable Juncture: - Represented by /- -I. This precedes only those bound
'-./
morphemes or bound words which have /1-/ as the initial consonants. The syllables
succeeding this type of juncture are weakened, and a sequence of syllables with it is
phonetically one diphtongal or triphtongal syllable. /bya?8.j Cb ja8 13J "to be striped,"
'-./
/iJ.0'li'l81 CJ10i8 153J "to whither," but /bya?lII/ CbJa 11 'm: 55) "honey."
'-''-'
(2) Syllable Juncture: - Represented by I-(no symbol)-I. The syllable preced-
mg this has the duration of 0). /kwse Ck'rn 11 Je: 55J "flea."
(3) Word Juncture: - Represented by 1- - -I. The syllable preceding this has
the duration of (2J. /Uikw-saji/ ('a 11 k'rn'11 fa 11 dzi: 55J "dog meat."
(4) Phrase Juncture: - Represented by I-(space)-I. The syllable preceding this
has the duration of 3 or 4. /1akili/ C'a 11 k'rn: 21] "a dog... "
(5) Clause Juncture: - Represented by /-./. The syllable preceding this has the
duration of C3J or C4J, but gradually fades away with a slightly falling contour. /'laklli./
C' a 11 k'rn: 21] "(It is) a dog."
(6) Clause Juncture: - Represented by /-;/. The syllable Preceding this has
the duration of C2J or C3J with a sustained contour but no weakening or falling con-
tour. /'lasuyal£; mejal) 'li1~./ C'a 11 su 55 ya 11 IE: 21-mE 11 dza' 33 'id. 53) "Who
is it, going to Mae Chan?"
35) Postulation of the junctures here is still tentative, and will need further elaboration.
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(7) Clause Juncture: - Represented by 1-'/. The syllable preceding this has the
duration of C3J or C4J, and is followed by a pause longer than when followed by the
other junctures. j'lada, mejalJ 111ela.1 ('a 11 da: 33..... mE 11 dza· 33 'i 55 Ie 33 la:
21] "Father, are you going to Mae Chan?" but l'lada mrjalJ 'ilela.1 C'a 11 da: 33 mE
11 dza· 33 'i 55 Ie 33 la: 21] "Is father going to Mae Chan?"
The syllable junctures occur only between syllables; the word juncture, between
morphological words; the phrase juncture, between phrases; and the clause junctures,
between clauses. To put it in another way, the maximum unit separated by I ,-"lor
I (no symbol) I is a syllable; the maximum unit separated by I - I is a word ~ the maxi-
mum unit separated by I (space) I is a phrase; and the maximum unit separated by 1.1,
1,1 and 1;1 is a clause. Each of the maximum units includes any other units smaller
than itself.
3. Tones
The tones are different from the other syllabic phonemes in that they concern the
whole syllable whilst the other phonemes stand in time relation with each other. For
example, in the syllable Im:)!)1 "horse," Iml stands before 1::>1, and 1::>1 stands before
11)/, thus being in the before-after time relation. Howeyer, the tone (in this case IlowI)
is oyer the whole syllable Im::>IJ/, but it is not in time relation with any of Im/, 1::>1
or I!)/. The language is of a level tone register system \"ith the following five leyel
tones being in contrast with each other.
(1) Tone I ...Mid lena symbol) /, Ihdl [hd: 33J "this. "
(2) Tone II ...Low /_"-1, IS81 (s~ : 21J "tooth. "
(3) Tone lII ... High / _=-1, /tsel [ts' e : 55J "ten. "
(4) Tone IV...Mid Laryngeal / / I 11e/ [l~.' 44J "market. "36)/- ,
(5) Tone V ... Low Laryngeal / ' / Inel (n~·' 11J "spirit."" ___I'
These tone can be figurized as helow. The Tone II is phontically a low fall, but
phonemically, IS regarded as a low level. The Tone IV is slightly higher than the Tone
Tone I Tone II Tone III
-
Tone IV Tone V
-
I, and is accompanied by a glottal
Tone V is slightly higher than the
towards the end of the syllable.
constriction towards the end of the syllable. The
Tone II, and is accompanied by a glottal constriction
The Tones II and III are both accompanied by the
36) The quality of vowels in the syllables with the Tones IV and V will be discussed later.
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lengthening of the syllable durations. If the duration of a syllable with the Tone II
or III is represented by (5), then the durations in the Tone I, IV and V will be (3),
[2J and [2J respectively. The Tones I, II and III occur with all of the afore-mention-
ed six syllable types, but the Tones IV and V occur only with the types (1), (2), (5)
and (6). Furthermore, examples of the syllable type (6) with the Tone IV or V are
extremely few. When these tones occur in sequence, they undergo various changes.
The tonal changes taking place in actual utterances can most economically be described
in relation to the junctures. Let "M," "L" and "H" represent "Mid, Low and High"
respectively, and "1," "r," "f" and "q," "low, rise, fall and laryngeal" respectively.
(1) A sequence of two or more syllables with the syllable juncture / / is phoneti-
'-../
cally one syllable, and the tones in such environment undergo changes as described
below. However, the vowel quality in the Tones IV and V are fully retained through-










/M M/ becomes /M/ (33). /hJIa/ [h;)a 33) "to look."
'-' '-../
/L L/ and /Lq L/ become /LI and /LqL/ respectively. / d5 1)£'?5./ [d::>: 11
'-../ '-' '-../
1)£::> 11J "Speak!" /s£'?5./ [sp 11) "Kill!"
/H H/ becomes /H/ [55). /la?;);/ [laJ 55...) "Come, and..."
'-' '-../
/H L/ and /Mq L/ become /f/ [51], and /fq/ respectively. /lii25./ [laJ 51)
'-../ '-' '-'
"Come!" /ts625./ (tsQ::> 51J "Build!"
'-../
/M L/ becomes /Lf/ (31). /h;)[;')./ Ch::>: 31J "Look!"
'-../ '-../
/H M/ and /Mq M/ become /Hf/ [53) and /RqM/ [53) respectively. /m;)'?a/
'-../ 'J '-'
[m;)a 53J "to see" /ts61a/ (tsQa 53J "to build."
'J
/Lq H/ and /L H/ become /LqH/ 05J and /r/ 05J respectively. /dza?5;/
'-../ '-../ '-../
[dza;) 15J "Eat and ... " /se'Z;);/ [sp 15J "Kill and..."
'-../
/Lq M/ and /L M/ become /LqM/ (3) and /Lr/ (3) respectively. /dzaia/
'-../ '-../ '-../
Cdzaa 13J "to eat," /ba'Za/ Cbga 13J "to carry."
'-../
/Mq H/ and /M H/ become /MqH/ [35J and /Rr/ [35J respectively. /h::>25;/
'-../ '-../ '-../
Ch::>: 35J "Look and ... ," Ik~'Z;);/ Ck~p 35J "Come back and ... "
'-../
(2) In a sequence of syllables with the syllable juncture /(no symbol)/, some of











/M M/ /'2inJI)/ C'i 33 n5: 33J "today," /?amyan;)I)/ C'a 33
mja 33 n5 : 33J "How many days?" /myanlli/ Cmjg 33
nw" 44J "eye."
/L L/ /s:3'.1:3'./ [sa 11 la: 21] "teacher," /?:3'.y:lmane/ ['a 11
j:) 11 mg 11 m: 33J "with them," /'Zay~ma'Z51)/ ['a
'-../
11 j:) 11 mgS: 15) "to them," /'Zay~ma?a/ C'a 11
'-../
j:) 11 m~a 21J "They..."

















/H H/ /tesa, [t'e .3.5 sa: 55J "sound," /iido=/ ['i 55 dQ
5.3J "to go out,"37) Idola = / (dQ 55 la 55J "to come
out. "
/H L/ ImEjaI)m<3?jI)n~ ?oIateje./ (me 11 dza 33 md '5 15
'-.../
nf' 33 ' Q 11 ]a 55 t' e 33 dze: 55J "(It is said that
he) comes hack from Mae Chan."
/L H/ /?ay:mlcl d:>t:,>'lu hJ dzadrmajela./ ['a 11 jo 11 m~
'-.../
11 dO 11 tOlJ 51 hJ: 11 dza 11 d~ 55 rna 33 dze 55
la: 21J "Have all of them finished eating?"
In the above examples the actual pitches represented by numbers are not relevant,
but they are neutralized into the simple high-low contrasts. Thus the last example can
be represented as C' a L jo L mg L do L tOlJ HL hJ: 11 dza L d~ H rna L dze H la :
21]. In all of the foregoing situations, the VO\\'e! quality in the tones "1 and I ' I is
fully retained regardless of the pitches of the syllables.
(3) Before the word juncture '-., the phrase juncture / (space) / and the clause
junctures 1.1, 1,1 and 1;1, all the tones occur in mutual contrast. The Tones I V and
V are accompanied by glottal constriction, and are different from the other tones in
pitch and duration. Imyanlli-myaxo./ [mjg 33 nw' 44 mj~ 33 xQ" 44J "eyelid,"
/?ay:> myanlli yJmwI)a.1 ['a 11 jO" 11 mjg 33 nw" 44 jJ 33 mrn 11 I)a: 33J "She
has beautiful eyes," /'lakw-saji kffimi'lala./ C'a 11 k'rn' 11 fa 11 dzi: 55 k'rn mija 53
. '-.../
la: 21] "Is dog meat delicious?" /dmma lima; ?eI)a, ?ex:> 1)3. manm:>ua.1 (drp 5.5
rna' 33 'i .5.5 rna: 33 'f1)a: 33 '£ 55 x:)' 11 I)a: 5.5 ma 11 'i 55 m:) 11 Jla:J "My sister
said she would go, but I do not want to go."
The above-mentioned changes in tones and tonal contrasts are all phonetic changes
in pitches, contours, durations and so forth. In addition to these, there can be observ-
ed replacement of a tone by another. 33 ) The author has been unable to detect any
general rule in the observed tone replacements, and accordingly, will present those ex-
amples that have been recorded in his field note.
(4) In jVVVV j, the tone either of the second or of the third syllable is replaced
37) "=" denotes that an element must be preceded or succeeded by another element.
38) This is Pike's "change from one tone to another." See Pike, Kenneth L. Tone Language.
Ann Arbor, 1948.
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In':>./ "thou" / v/. / <) /nJ In -La.
"--/
/tt./ "one" /tT! in / - =./
by /-/. /tlya./ [t'i 11 ya: 21J "one person," /tiya-trya./ [t'i 11 ya' 55 t'i 11 ya:
21J "one by one"; /Uj~./ [t'i 11 dZ8: 21J "one kind," /Uj~-tij~./ [t'i 11 dza' 11 t'i
55 dZ8: 21J "each kind, respectively."
(5) In /vvvI, the tone of the second syllable is replaced with the Tone I. /'Uika.1
('a 11 k'a: 21] "Akha," /d5./ [dJ: 21J "language," /1akad;)./ C'a 11 k'a 33 dJ: 21]
"the Akha language"; /xapa./ (xa 11 p'a: 21J "frog," /za./ (za: 21] "child,"
Ixapaza.j (xa 11 p'a 33 za: 21] "tadpole"; /za./ (za: 21] "child, person," /m'f=/
(mi 11J "woman," /zamiza./ (za 11 mi 33 za: 21J "wife."
(6) Certain syllables which are free morphemes or words take different tones de-
pending upon the environment in which they occur, for example, /sm./ [sm: 55J
"three," but /smtse./ (sm 11 ts'e: 55J "thiry," and Ism tse./ (sm' 55 ts'e: 55J
I I
"three, five." The examples found in the author's field note are set out below, but









(7) Many of the syllables which are bound morphemes or words take different tones
depending upon the environment in which they occur. Morphologically these syllables
are mostly particles. Since no fixed rule has been found, only the syllables which go
through tone replacement are set out below.
/=Y-:J/ /=Y~/ "(Imperative Particle)"39)
/ =b/ /=15/ "(Imperative Particle)"
/='h/ /=15/ /=2':>/ "(Imperative Particle)"
/ =te/ I =tel "(Final Particle)"
/=le/ /=UV /=HV "(Final Particle)"
/ =me/ / =me/ "(Final Particle)"
/=ma/ /=ma/ "(Final Particle)"
/=l)a/ /=l)a/ /=l)a/ "(Final Particle)"
/=f.a/ /='l~/ "(Verb Particle)"
/ =m:J / =ne/ "(Directive Particle)"
/=na/ /=na/ "(Conjunctive Particle)"
In the foregoing seven types of tonal changes and/or replacements, the Tones I, II
and III can replace each other, but not the Tone IV or V. However, the Tones IV and
V are mutually replaceable. For instance, /xe1a28./ (xe 55 19.a 13J "to command,"
'-J
39) The particles will be described and defined in the forthcoming Part II.
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but /1<&S£1\3./ [lg 55 s~a 13J "to kill." Furthermore the syllables /la=, 7a=, 7a=/,
'-.J
which are prefixes, can be regarded as three alternants, but the occurence of either of
the three is determined not phonologically but morphologically. Both / =ma/ "group,"
and / = 1a/ "hand" take the same tone. that is, / ' I. butl 2a = I occurs with the former
to form /2ama./ C'a 55 m:;!." 21J "group," but never with the latter. On the other
hand, (la=/ occurs only with the latter to form /'lala./ ['a 11lg " 21J "hand." There-
fore. the occurence of /la = / or j'Hi = / is morphologically determined by the succeed-
ing elements. This, together with (6) above, is a morphologically determined alternation.
These morphologically determined alternations show that the language is partially gov-
erned by the word pitch system, The foregoing tonal changes and replacements/alter-
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40) Refer to Hocket, Charles. A Course in Modern Linguistics. 8th edition. New York, 1965.
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stops, the nasals, the fricatives, the affricates and the lateral; and the second category ~
into the labials, the dentals, the palatals, the velars and the glottals, while the last
category divides all the consonants into the voiced and the voiceless. Following are
the consonant phonemes of the language.
The stops are contrastive with each other in the second and the third categories~
and so are the fricatives. The nasals are mutually contrastive only in the second cate-
gory, as the fricatives are contrastive with each other only in the third category. Since
there is only one lateral consonant, it is contrastive with all the other consonants in the
first category only, that is, its laterality. Examples of the consonants in contrast with












































(ba 11 ba: 33J
(bja: 21)
(rna 55 dr: 33J
(mj~ 44 nl!!"' 44J
(t'aa 53J













































Since there will be no need to go into the detailed phonetic description of the above
consonants, only the important general rules are presented below.
(1) The voiceless stops and the voiceless affricates are unaspirated when they oc-
30
/n0Iiid.1 []10 11 'id 53J "to
'-.../
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cur In the syllables with the Tones IV and V, that is, I' /, I'" I, but they are aspirated
in all the other environments. /pa=/ Cp'a 55J "to change," l=pa.1 CPQ.·' 21J "leaf";
Itse.1 Cts'e: 55J "ten," Itsr=1 Cts~ 44J "to cross"; Ita=1 [t'a I1J "to put," Ita=1
[tQ.' 41.J "to be salty"; I =ca./ [ts'a: 5SJ "left," I =ca.1 [ts~f' 44J "rope"; Ika = I
Ck'a ;rn "to plant," Ika.1 [kQ.·'J "cross bO\L"
(2) 11/ is zero before the syllable junctu re
whither."
(3) li/ is a palatalized [elz.iJ in the sillables with the Tones IV and V, that is, I' I ~
I ... I· Ij;) = / [d~b 55J "to be present," Ija = I [dz.iQ. 4'1] "to have."
(4) When the position E is filled by /1)/, the C is nasalized and the II)I itself is
zero, that is, /=V (owe]) !)I is always C=V:J. /mS!)./ [m5: 21J "horse."
(5) Ipy, by, myI are Cp.i, b.i, m·iJ respectively. /mrpyS.1 [mr 33 p'.i J : 21J "facial
feature," /bya./ Chia: 21J "bee," /=mya./ [m.ia : 21] "to be plenty."
(6) When Iml stands in the position D, it is [rrJ, and Ihml is [rpmJ. Ism./
[sm: 5;')J "three," Icahm.1 [tsQ. 11 rplll: 33J "hair of the body."
The above twenty-three consonants can be classified as below according to the posi-
tions in which they occur.
C\ Those which occur only as single consonants IJ1 the position A. It, c, k, d, ],
g, n, n, s, S, x, Z, y, ts, dz, 1, 1/
Cz Those which occur not onh in A hut also 10 A of AB. /p, b.1
C3 Those which occur in B as well as in A. /y/
C4 Those which occur both in A.. and E. II)I
C5 Those which occur in A and D as well as 10 A of AB. Iml
C6 Those which do not OCCUf in A when F is /"' I, or / ... I. Ihl
5. Vowels
There afe ten vowels in contrast with each other. They can be classified in terms
of the three categories, that is, the position of the tongue (Front, Middle and Back),
the hight of the tongue (High, :Mid and Low), and the shape of the lips (Rounded and


















(1) All the vowels are laryngealized when they occur in the syllables with the




VI Those which occur In
V2 Those which occur In
V3 Those which occur in
53J "to run," Ical'd.1 (tsg.'d 13J "to boil," llicu.1 ('i 55 tS1).·' 21] "water," Its6?'d.1
'-J '-J
(tsQ'd 53J "to build," IC~?'d.1 (tS;)'d 13J "to be spoiled," l?wcw.1 ('w 33 tsW·' 44J "a
'-J
little," IY'Jco.1 (i'J 33 tSQ·' 21] "to be cool," Ic~l'd.1 (tS;)'d 13J "to split."41l
'-J
(2) No example of lei occuring with 1'1 or 1'1 can be found in the author's field
note, but Lewis mentions one example, Ibi1eI'd./ (bi 11 led 13J "to give (from the
'-J
higher to the lower). "42)
(3) Only I:JI occurs III 1-1)/, and I='JI)I is always (;)J. 11;)1).1 (b: 21] "rabbit."
(4) /0/ is slightly diphtongal [00J. /liic0./ ['u 11 tS'0: 55J "horn." Diphtongi-
zation is particularly conspicuous in /V-/. /V0./ (V00: 21] "nine."
The above ten vowels can be classified as below according to the position III which
I AB-/ and / A-/. Ie, e, 0, d, u, 0, a/
IA-I but not in lAB-I. Ii, wi
IA(B)-EI as well as in IA-I and lAB-I. I'JI
6. Limitation on Phoneme Distribution
From among the syllables theoretically obtainable from the formula in the section 1,
the following are the types that actually occur in the language. The numbers refer to








Cl , 2, 3, 4, 5 Vl , 2, 3 T(one) I, 2, 3, 4, 5
C6 VI, 2, 3 TI, 2, 3
Cl , 2, 4, 6 C5 TI, 2, 3, 5 43)
CI, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 V3 C4 T l , 2, 3
C2 , 5 C3 V}, 3 VI, 2, 3, 4, 5
C2 Ca C5 TI, 2, 3 44)








The above syBabic types are those which are actually found III the author's field
note, but further data collecting may reveal the existence of additional types. A table
41) The author would rather regard the laryngealization of the vowels in the Tones IV and V as
an automatic phonetic phenomenon accompanying the tones than establish, like Lewis, two series
of vowels. See Lewis, Paul. "Akha Phonology," Anthropological Linguistics, 1968. Those "tense
throat vowels" in Nishida, Tatsuo. "A Preliminary Study on the Lisu Language in Tak Pro-
vince," the Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 5, No.2, Kyoto, 1967 can be understood to be the
same as this laryngealization. However, whether to interprete the laryngealization as a phonetic
phenomenon, or to regard it as a distinctive feature is up to individual. The author believes
that there are several possible ways to interprete the vowel laryngealization in Akha. For this,
see the author's "Problems in the Analysis of Akha Phonology," (forthcoming).
42) Lewis, Paul. op. cit. Statistic measurement of the frequency of the phonemes will doubtlessly
throw ·much light upon historical comparative studies as well as upon descriptive and typological
studies.
43) There is no such form as /Crft/ in the author's field note.
44) There is neither /mym/ nor /Cy~/ in the author's field note.
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of all the Akha syllables will be published in later occasion.
7. Exceptional Phoneme Distribution
There are some loan words (mainly from Shan and Burme~e), prope r nouns and
onomatopoetic words which do not conform to the general phonemic rules so far des-
cribed. They are limited in number and are regarded as being irrelevant to the Akha










Imrsal)./ "l\Iae Sai," (Northern Thai imersaaY/)
Ijlhal)./ "Cl1iang Rai" (Northern Thai IceIJhaaY/)
Imrja!)./ "Mae Chan" (Northern Thai /mtrcan/)
Imam./ "Burma" (Burmese /myammii', Lahll-na Irnan/)
Ilam.1 "one million" (Shan 11aan/, ~orthern Thai Ilaani )
/7ayam.; "season" (Shan?)
ISEl)tsay/ "Saenchai" (Northern Thai /sE£ncay/)
/mesay. ":'\Iae Sai" (Northern ThaimE£saay/)
/say./ "shop" (Ell rmese Isain/)
/7~a.1 "crow"
'-../
/L~ka~/ "the ninth month" (Shan /18dnka\v /, Northern Th~\i /dill-
'-../
ankaw/)
/hdbi!)./ "plane" (Northern Thai /hlliabin
/illbul)./ "Japan, Japanese" (Northern Thaill1pun/) ; aho occurs,
Inlbu./ "Japan, Japanese"
8. Morphophonological Comments
This section may overlap \dwt has already been discussed, but briefly, the follow-
mg types of morpheme alternants should be kept in consideration.
(1) Phonologically determined automatic alternants: - /7aklli.1 C' a 11 k'LU: 21J
"(It is a) dog." /7akw j57a./ C'a 11 k'w' 11 dz::m ;)3J "There is a dog." /"lakw-
saji./ ['a 11 k'w' 11 fa 11 dzi: ;);")] "dog meat," /'lakwm: C'a 11 k'w 11 11£' :{-3]
"with a dog," 17aklli?al C'a 11 k'ma 13J "of a clog"
'-../
(2) Phonologically determined automatic tone replacements: - 1= pa./ in xapa./
[xa 11 p'a: 21J "frog" and = pa=! in Ixapaza.1 [XCi 11 p'a 33 za: 21] "tadpole"
can be interpreted as two alternants of the same morpheme, which can be reprt'sentecl
as {pa~pa}. The occurence of these alternants is automatically determined by the
phonemic environments, that is, 'pal occurs in the environment IV-.I; and I •pa/, In
the environment /v - v.I, but never \'is. a vis. Morphophonologically, the b:lth can he
symbolized as {IVI}. In this paper, however, the author \\ill refrain from g()in~ fur-
ther than phonemic symbolization, and will represent them as /xapa./ and /xapaza.l.
(3) Morphologically determined alternants: - C!)a: 55J in -.1 "(it is) me." and
33
(I)a 33J in l-ma.1 "we" and (I)a 11J in IIJa'l<}.1 (I)ad 13J "mine" can be regarded as
\J{/lJa/00 /IJa/= /IJa/}. The occurence of them is, however, determined by morphological
environments, that is, [IJa: 55J, [l)a 33J and [lJa 11J occur in 1-.1, l-ma.1 and
I-'ld./ respectively. Only a limited number of morphemes have alternants of this type.
\J
In this paper all the alternants are phonemically symbolized.
Furthermore, /lia=/ in /'lama./ "group," /'la=/ in /1aba./ "turning over" and
/la=1 in I?c:(la./ "hand" can be interpreted as {/'la=/=/'la=/oo/'la=/}, but their
occurence is also morphologically determined by the succeeding morphemes, / = rna,
=la, =ba/. Examples of /la=/ is very rare, the rest being either /H1=/ or /la=/.











"to turn over to someone"
"for a child to make a war whoop with the hands"
"permission" (Burmese /akhwin/, Written Burmese //?akhwal)jO
"high-ranking official"
"to elect high-ranking officials"
"to turn over to someone"
9. Typological Comments
The following characteristics are recognized as being helpful for further studies in
the field of contrast with other related languages, such as Burmese, Lisu, Lahu and
Bisu.46 )
(1) There is only voiced-voiceless contrast in the stop, fricative and affricate con-
sonants, and there is no aspirate-nonaspirate contrast in these consonants.
(2) The only consonant sequence in the syllable initial position is the bilabial con-
sonants plus the voiced palatal fricative consonant.
(3) The only final consonant is the velar nasal, which occurs only in /3-/.
(4) The vowel system is rather asymmetrical with the high-mid-Iow contrast and
the front-middle-back contrasts with partial rounded-un rounded contrast.
(5) There are distributional limitations on the tones and the syllable types.
(6) The vowels in the syllables with certain tones are laryngealized.
(7) Majority of the syllables are open.
(8) The tone system is a level tone register system.
(9) The tonal contrasts in a sequence of syllables with the syllable junctures are
reduced to IH: LI and /L: HI.
(0) Some of the bound morphemes or words which have /1/ in the syllable initial
position are proclitically suffixed to the preceding syllables with the syllable juncture
I'-J/.
45) There are only seven examples in which the prefix /'la= / occurs.
46) For Bisu, see Nishida, Tatsuo. "Preliminary Study on the Bisu Language of Northern Thai-
land, Recently Discovered by Us," the Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 4, No.1, Kyoto, 1966.
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(11) Tone replacements occur in certain syllable sequences with syllable junctures.
(12) Some morphemes haye phonemically different alternants the occurrence of which
IS determined morphologically.
(13) As a whole, the allophones of the syllabic phonemes are rather symple and
regular, but tonal changes and replacements resulting from suprasegmental environments
are highly complicated.
(14) Only the bilabial nasal consonant occurs III the syllable nuclear position. 47l
47) P. S. Since the author's field work, there have been many valuable reports published in the
field of Akha linguistics. The following should be added to those which have already been re-
ferred to in the foregoing sections.
Dellinger, David. "Notes on Akha Segmental Phonemes and Tones," Linguistic Circle of
Camberra Publications, Series A-Occasional Papers, No.9, Papers in Southeast Asian
Linguistics, No.1, Camberra, 1967.
Lewis, Paul. An Akha to English Dictionary, Southeast Asian Program, Department of Asian
Studies, Ithaca, N. Y., 1968.
Dellinger, David. "Some Comments on Akha: its relationships and structure and a proposal
for writing system," Tribesmen and Peasants in North Thailand, op. cit.
Wyss, Peter. "Thai Orthography for Akha," Tribesmen and Peasants in North Thailand, op.
cit.
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